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My Fatal Family Upgrade
Once there was a girl named Jordan. She was unlike any other girl. Her mother had
tragically passed away from cancer when she was just a baby. From that point on, it was just
Jordan and her father, Tom. She never told anyone how she felt because she never felt safe.
She had no friends,no mom,no sisters,not brothers: Not anybody! She never even told her own
father how she felt. Jordan hung out in her room, avoiding reality, ignoring the possibility that
her father might get married again.
Eventually Tom found a new wife. When Jordan met Emily, she had two daughters.
Abigail; Six years old and extremely selfish. Erica, sixteen years old and extremely rude. Jordan
started to get bullied by these girls, and was never able to get them in trouble.
Before Jordan’s eyes Wedding Day had come. Like always, Abigail was whining always
about something. Jordan saw a flash of red coding and numbers in Erica’s right eye. Jordan
thought it was nothing, but weirder vibes kept coming from Erica and Abigail. After Wedding
they had gone home. On the way home Erica made a slight glitching noise. It seemed no-one
noticed but Jordan, but she didn’t know that Abigail and Emily noticed too. That very night,
Jordan could not sleep. She got more skeptical about those girls by the minute. A few days later
Emily said she had to go to work. Jordan was a bit skeptical about Emily and her daughters, so,
she decided to follow her. As Emily got into her dad’s big, yellow Lambo, Jordan hopped on her
motorbike and followed Emily as she and her dad’s car glided through the street…

The building they stopped at was very shiny and enormous! There was a large sign in
the front that said “SyCorp”. As she followed Emily into the building, Emily heard footsteps
behind her. In a flash, Emily looked behind her. Jordan swooped to the side, almost caught in
plain sight. As they entered the building, Jordan hid behind a bench in the lobby. She watched
Emily kick a spot at the end of the far wall, which opened a hidden number pad behind the wall.
Jordan was able to see Emily enter in “53028496.” Next to the pad, a small room seemed to
magically appear. Emily entered the room as it disappeared. Jordan quickly followed, kicked the
spot in the wall, put in the code, and cautiously peaked inside from the side. Emily had seemed
to vanish, so Jordan entered the small room. As she turned around, the opening she came
through was now a wall, and she felt the room start to descend.
It finally stopped and the wall once again vanished to reveal a hallway with a room at the
end. A sign in the hall said ‘Floor Level: The Hide.’ She followed the hall and peeked into the
room at the end. There she saw Emily picking up what looked like a huge computer chip off a
shelf. On it was Tom’s name! Jordan then noticed she hadn’t seen her dad all weekend. As
Jordan continued to follow Emily, a door again seemed to magically appear in the wall next to
her. Emily opened the door and went through with Jordan quietly on her tail. Behind the door
was unholy; a room of people who just vanished from the area since 1990 and not moving. A
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sign o the wall said, “Cyborg Army Storage. “Jordan was shocked! These people have become
cyborgs! She spotted Erica and Abigail powered off in the crowd too.
Jordan saw Emily walking towards one of the cyborgs too, It was her Dad! She saw
Emily slide the chip into his neck, then somehow, i instantly turned around, staring right at
Jordan. Jordan stood up tall, as brave as can be. When Emily spotted her she threatened her.
She said, “Don’t tell anyone or something bad WILL happen.” Jordan was not afraid, and said
she would tell the whole world! Emily said, “I guess you’ll die now!” Emily’s eyes turned a dark
red with maroon coding and numbers shining in her eyes, and sharp metal wings spread across
Emily’s back. Emily attacked, and badly cut Jordan face. Emily tried to attacked again, but
Jordan dodged leaving Emily smashing into the wall.
Emily then turned on all the Cyborgs by screaming. Jordan knew she had to upgrade.
She grabbed a pair of wings lying on a table and put them on. She had to take out the Cyborgs
first to beat Emily. She flew over and around each Cyborg, taking the chips from their neck, until
there was one very large Cyborg left. Jordan flew close, and pushes a small button on her wings
that said “EMP.” The Cyborg lost power and fell to the ground. Jordan’s wings now no longer
worked.
Jordan now had to think quickly on how to outsmart Emily. Jordan spotted a big mirror
on the wall next to her that said, “Toxic Waste.” She hurried to one end of the mirror as Emily
closed in at super speed. Jordan paused until Emily was almost close enough to attack her,
took a step back, and threw her broken wings as hard as she could at the mirror. The mirror
cracked, spraying Emily with a liquid right before she was close enough to attack. Emily barely
missed her attack on Jordan, began a loud scream, and quickly made a second attack. Again,
she missed Jordan while she was still screaming. Her scream now became a loud screech, and
as she made a third attack, sparks flew out of her neck. Jordan saw only a blur, and then sparks
flying at her face. Emily then fell on the floor. When she finally stopped sparking, she was no
longer moving, working or alive. All the citizens were hospitalized and turned back to normal,
including Jordan’s father.

